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ABSTRACT

As a first step towards predictable, repeatable WSN experi-

mentation, we propose the resource specification language

LENS (a.k.a. Language for Embedded Networked Sens-

ing) for WSN experimentation infrastructures. Using the

Resource Description Framework (RDF) and the Web On-

tology Language (OWL), LENS defines a semantic ontol-

ogy for WSN resources; LENS enables explicit control and

measurement of uncertainty factors, and it enables reasoning

about the relationships between WSN resources. Focusing

on basic concepts of WSNs, LENS supports resource spec-

ification in a wide range of WSN experimentation infras-

tructures, and it is extensible to support potentially unfore-

seen technologies. LENS is also compatible with specifica-

tion languages for other network resources such as optical

networks. As a part of the NSF GENI initiative, we have

implemented LENS in the KanseiGenie control framework,

and LENS has been actively used to support experimenta-

tion in the federated WSN infrastructure involving Kansei

and NetEye. Enabling reasoning about uncertainty factors

in experimentation, LENS is expected to serve as a basis for

developing methodologies and tools for predictable, repeat-

able WSN experimentation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.0 [Computer Systems Organization]: Systems specifi-

cation methodology

General Terms

Experimentation, Measurement, Languages, Reliability

Keywords

WSN experimentation infrastructure; resource specification;

testbed federation; GENI

1. INTRODUCTION

Society has witnessed a dramatic growth in its use of sens-

ing technologies over the last decade or two. The emergent

ubiquity of sensing has been fueled by the ability to network

“edge” sensors, often in a wireless manner. In particular,

a number of cyber-physical monitoring and control applica-

tions have been based on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)

at the edge that interoperate with enterprise networks and

other sensor networks. WSNs are providing not only per-

sistent, fine-grain information, they are essentially becom-

ing programmable “fabrics” — virtualized, service-oriented,

commodity platforms that support application evolution and

co-existence with other networks that span multiple admin-

istrative domains and even national boundaries. Next gen-

eration networks embodying such interoperation and pro-

grammability include OGC Sensor Web [16], MSN/Virtual

Earth extensions for sensor data [2], NEON ecological ob-

servatory [14], and Next Generation 9-1-1 [7].

Experimentation infrastructure for WSNs has progressed

hand-in-hand with their growth. Early infrastructure con-

sisted of testbeds that enabled fidelity in emulating field de-

ployments, which was lacking in analysis and simulations.

Testbeds have been great time savers: they inverted the equa-

tion between deployment time and data collection time: to-

day, the former takes minutes while the latter can last from

days to years. Testbeds have facilitated testing over multi-

ple sensor data sets, environments, signal processing algo-

rithms, and networking protocols. With the emergence of

people-centric participatory sensing, they have begun to sup-

port long-lived concurrent applications. Importantly, from a

science perspective, they have led to discovery of phenom-

ena in low-power radios and validation of models, thereby

improving the effectiveness of analysis and simulation tools

[32, 39, 27].

It is perhaps surprising then that the gap between theory

and practice is still large. Even though models for simulation

and analysis have been refined, substantial divergences re-

main between experimental results and analysis- or simulation-

based predictions. Also, the literature is replete with exper-

imental results in different settings of interest which draw

opposing claims about the effectiveness of primitives, met-

rics, or protocols. As quick examples, the data collection

protocol MintRoute has been shown to perform well in [36]

but poorly in [24], and scheduling based on the protocol in-

terference model has been shown to perform worse than on

the physical interference model in [28] but the former per-

forms better than the latter in [22]. We attribute these prob-
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lems of unpredictability and unrepeatability of experiment

behavior to inadequacies in the experimentation infrastruc-

ture: Uncertainty factors (such as environmental fading, in-

terference, component variability, antenna orientation, lo-

calization error, etc.) are mostly left unspecified, unmea-

sured, and implicit today, even though they have significant

impact on correctness and performance. Indeed, in the cited

examples, it was later found that these seemingly conflicting

results were due to experimental factors (e.g., network traffic

pattern and link reliability) which were neither controlled in

experimentation nor considered in data analysis [23, 37].

Our hypothesis, therefore, is that the apparent disagree-

ments between extant experimental results and the results of

other experiments, analyses or simulations could be resolved

if the relevant uncertainty factors and errors were known (or

estimated) and explicitly considered in comparing the re-

sults. For instance, the mean or variance of a performance

metric of, say, the links chosen by a routing protocol depends

upon the path loss coefficient, the level of interference, the

level of correlation between links, etc. If any of these factors

are significantly different in two experimental settings, then

comparing the results while ignoring the factors would be

flawed. Conversely, to obtain experimental results that con-

form to analytical predictions, we will need to augment the

state-of-the-art in robustly estimating these factors as well as

in analysis techniques for calculating performance in terms

of these factors.

As a first step towards addressing uncertainty factors for

predictable, repeatable WSN experimentation, we focus on

WSN resource specification in this paper, and we make the

following contributions:

• We identify the design principles for WSN resource

specification languages, and, accordingly, we propose

LENS (a.k.a. Language for Embedded Networked Sens-

ing) as the language for specifying resources in WSN

experimentation. Using the Resource Description Frame-

work (RDF) [11] and the Web Ontology Language (OWL)

[18], LENS defines a semantic ontology for WSN re-

sources; LENS enables explicit control and measure-

ment of uncertainty factors, and it enables reasoning

about the relationships between WSN resources (e.g.,

node distribution and link correlation). Focusing on

basic concepts of WSNs, LENS supports resource spec-

ification in a wide range of WSN experimentation in-

frastructures, and it is extensible to support potentially

unforeseen technologies. LENS is also compatible with

specification languages for other network resources such

as optical networks, so that LENS readily supports ex-

perimentation that involves heterogeneous network re-

sources. To the best of our knowledge, LENS is the

first ontology language for resource specification in WSN

experimentation and wireless experimentation in gen-

eral.

• We implement LENS in the KanseiGenie control frame-

work [33]. Serving as a basis for whole-life-cycle re-

source management in federated WSN experimenta-

tion infrastructures, LENS enables experimentation with

multiple, heterogeneous WSNs and thus facilitates sen-

sitivity and regression analyses of protocols.

• We evaluate LENS by examining its expressiveness in

describing WSN resource requests and experimenta-

tion infrastructures, and we examine LENS’ capability

in supporting experimentation (e.g., quantifying net-

work diameter) with controllable and observable fac-

tors. LENS has also been actively used for experimen-

tation in the federated WSN infrastructure involving

Kansei [25] and NetEye [3].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We dis-

cuss related work in Section 2. Then we present the de-

sign of LENS in Section 3, and we discuss the integration

of LENS with KanseiGenie control framework in Section 4.

To demonstrate the expressiveness and utility of LENS in

experimentation, we present example use cases of LENS in

Section 5. We make concluding remarks in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

Most closely related to LENS are the Network Descrip-

tion Language (NDL) [4], the extension of NDL using Web-

Ontology-Language (NDL-OWL) [5], and the Network Markup

Language (NML) [6]. NDL is likely the first language that

leverages ontology to describe network resources. NDL-

OWL is an extension of NDL; it reuses the key concepts

of NDL, but it also introduces new concepts such as those

for domain-specific services, experimentation requests, and

compute resources. NML is an ongoing initiative that aims

to design an extensible schema for describing hybrid net-

works, where inter-domain network graphs are created and

further abstracted at various layers so as to facilitate end-

to-end path provisioning. While pioneering the application

of ontology to network resource specification, NDL, NDL-

OWL, and NML have all focused on wired networks (and

optical networks in particular); none of them have examined

the challenges (e.g., impact of uncertainty factors) of spec-

ifying WSN resources. Our work on LENS fills the gap in

ontology-based resource specification in WSN experimenta-

tion infrastructures; in fact, we are currently working with

the NML/NDL team to explore the potential of employing

LENS as the WSN resource specification language in the

broad initiative of NML.

As a part of the NSF GENI initiative [15], the ProtoGENI

[10] and PlanetLab [9] control frameworks propose the declar-

ative, XML-based resource specification language RSpec.

The cOntrol, Management and Measurement Framework (OMF)

[30], originally developed for the ORBIT testbed [17], in-

troduces a domain-specific language named OEDL; OEDL

is based on the Ruby scripting language [12] and utilizes

Ruby’s meta-programming capabilities to describe experiment-

specific resource requests. Neither RSpec nor OEDL is based
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on RDF/OWL, thus they do not readily allow for reasoning

about the relationships and constraints between resources.

Unlike LENS, RSpec and OEDL do not address the chal-

lenges that uncertainty factors pose to resource specification

and experiment analysis.

In WSNs, Sensor Model Language (SensorML) [19] de-

fines models and XML schemas for describing general sen-

sor data processing. Using web ontologies, Sensor Web En-

ablement (SWE) [20] and Semantic Sensor Network [13] ex-

tend web services to enable the creation of web-accessible

sensor observations and service-based sensor network. On-

toSensor [31] defines sensor ontologies for data/knowledge

fusion in semantic web. None of these efforts aim to define

ontology-based resource specification languages for WSN

experimentation.

3. THE DESIGN OF LENS

3.1 Design principles

Towards a basis for resource management and experiment

reasoning in federated, heterogeneous WSN experimenta-

tion infrastructures, we identify the following principles for

defining languages of WSN resource specification:

Whole-life-cycle resource management. Resource spec-

ification is needed for the whole life-cycle of resource re-

quest, resource delegation/allocation (from owners to bro-

kers/consumers), resource monitoring, and resource release.

The language should enable specification of resources dur-

ing the whole life-cycle of resource management which may

well involve multiple actors/principals, multiple experimen-

tation infrastructures, and multiple administrative domains.

Controllability vs. observability. Complex spatio-temporal

dynamics are characteristic of WSN platforms. Depending

upon platform capabilities, some of their uncertainty fac-

tors are both observable and controllable (e.g., co-channel

interference may be controlled by supporting channel se-

lection mechanisms in the experimentation infrastructure),

others are observable but not controllable (e.g., slow chang-

ing large-scale path loss in static networks), and still oth-

ers are neither (e.g., fast changing small-scale fast fading).

We should therefore distinguish factors that are controllable

from those that are not. Based on this distinction, we pro-

pose that experimenters be allowed to specify desired values

of controllable factors. They may also specify desired values

for factors (e.g., path loss exponent) which are only control-

lable provided that the federated infrastructure has a choice

of values for those factors from across different infrastruc-

tures in the federation.1 For factors that are observable only

(i.e., not controllable), experimenters may request estimates

for those factors from the experimentation infrastructure, so

that their impact on protocol behavior can be analyzed (e.g.,

1A finer characterization would exclude fast-varying factors (e.g.,
small-scale fast fading, or cross-link correlation which is subject to
unpredictable co-channel interference [38]) whose conformance to
a specified value cannot be practically maintained by choice alone.

for the purpose of sensitivity and regression analysis).

Relationship modeling between resources. In WSNs,

there are inherent relationship/dependencies between resources.

Examples include the geometric relation between nodes, the

channel relation (e.g., path loss) between nodes, the property

correlation between links, and the dependencies between nodes,

transceivers, and wireless channels/spectrum. For network-

centric resource specification, the language should enable

reasoning about the relationship between resources.

Use-case neutrality. The specific resources and resource

requirements may vary across experiment stages, across ex-

periments, and across experimentation infrastructures. The

language should enable a unified approach to representing

resources in the presence of heterogeneous use cases and

heterogeneous resources.

Extensibility. WSN technologies, platforms, and appli-

cations evolve over time, and the language should be read-

ily extensible to support emerging and even unforeseen re-

sources and use cases.

Interoperability. WSNs are increasingly integrated with

enterprise networks and have become an integral part of the

network ecosystem. For experimentation with multiple net-

work types, a WSN specification language should facilitate

the integration of WSNs with other networks such as optical

networks.

Based on these principles, we define LENS as an ontol-

ogy language for specifying WSN resources, and we discuss

LENS in more detail in the next subsection.

3.2 Design overview

We define LENS as an ontology language for specifying

WSN resources in experimentation. Figure 1 shows, via
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Figure 1: LENS ontology (with key concepts presented)

UML, the key concepts of LENS. (Interested readers can

find the complete ontology definition of LENS in [26].) In

the figure, the boxes represent the key concepts (e.g., Net-

work, NodeSet, and LinkSet) of LENS which are defined
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as Web Ontology Language (OWL) or Resource Descrip-

tion Framework (RDF) classes; within some boxes, we also

present a few key properties of the corresponding concepts

(e.g., average path loss in an environment). The line between

two boxes defines the relationship between the correspond-

ing concepts; the text on a line is a predicate; the annota-

tion at the line-ends follows the following convention: 1) the

“hollow-diamond” shape represents the “aggregation” rela-

tionship, with the hollow-diamond on the containing class

of the line that connects contained classes to the containing

class; 2) the “filled-diamond” shape represents the “compo-

sition” relationship, with the filled-diamond on the contain-

ing class of the line that connects contained classes to the

containing class; 3) the “star” shape denotes zero, one, or

more than one instances of the corresponding concept; 4) a

“1” denotes a unique instance of the corresponding concept;

and 5) the “0..1” denotes zero or one instance of the corre-

sponding concept. We describe LENS using the OWL/RDF

ontology language so that LENS can be readily integrated

with other commonly-used ontologies such as the NDL [4]

and NDL-OWL [5] for optical networks. Based on OWL/RDF

instead of basic XML, LENS enables a flexible, semantic

query-based approach to processing resource requests and

the related resource management, and LENS enables rea-

soning about the relationship between resources.

The top-level concept in the LENS ontology is Network,

which describes a physical infrastructure for embedded net-

worked sensing (e.g., a wireless or wired sensor network).

Network serves as an abstract, container-type concept that

can be instantiated to denote a specific WSN experimental

infrastructure or a part of an infrastructure that can be allo-

cated as an integrated unit.

At the second level, LENS defines the concepts Environ-

ment, NodeSet, and LinkSet which, together, completely char-

acterize a network. Environment allows for characterizing

network-wide environmental conditions such as average path

loss, temperature, humidity, external interference, and testbed

settings (e.g., indoor vs. outdoor). The predicate “hasExtIn-

terference” is encoded as an object property, separating the

definition of ExternalInterference from that of Environment

so that interference properties (e.g., wireless channel, sig-

nal power, and traffic load) can be treated as an independent

concept. Environment and ExternalInterference allow ex-

perimenters to explicitly specify uncertainty factors in addi-

tion to specifying WSN resources, thus enabling predictable,

repeatable experimentation. For uncertainty factors (e.g.,

testbed setting) that are readily controllable, experimentation

infrastructure can control those factors when satisfying ex-

perimenters’ resource requests. For uncertainty factors (e.g.,

average path loss and external interference) that are observ-

able but may not be controllable, they can be measured and

presented to experimenters for experiment analysis.

NodeSet and LinkSet are both collection concepts that are

similar to the concept of Bag in RDF. A NodeSet consists

of zero or multiple Nodes, and a LinkSet consists of zero

or multiple Links. In WSN experimentation infrastructures,

devices such as motes, stargates, smart phones are instances

of Node, and each Node has its Transceiver, Sensor, Loca-

tion, MobilityPattern, etc. In WSNs, it is important to char-

acterize the channel properties (e.g., signal power loss) be-

tween nodes, and we define the concept of Link to discuss

these properties. These link properties are useful in protocol

design (e.g., for interference-oriented scheduling), and they

are also useful for experimentation. An experimenter may

not choose to explicitly specify Links in his/her resource re-

quest, but an experimenter may well specify resources in a

way that can be facilitated by the concept of Link. For in-

stance, an experimenter may say “Give me a Poisson random

network with 100 TelosB nodes such that the average num-

ber of nodes in a one-hop neighborhood can be controlled to

be between 5 and 20.” For the resource broker (to be dis-

cussed in more detail in Section 4) that allocates resources,

the knowledge of inter-node path loss (as facilitated by the

concept of Link) can be instrumental in deciding how to sat-

isfy this type of resource requests. In the mean time, while

an experimenter may not explicitly specify links in resource

request, he/she may specify measurement service as a part of

his experiment request. For instance, an experimenter may

say ”Give me data showing the correlation between links that

share the common transmitters.” In this case, the concept of

Link is also useful and needed in discussing link correla-

tions. Note that link correlations can be used for protocol

analysis and design [34].

As discussed in Section 3.1, there are inherent relation-

ship/dependencies between WSN resources. In particular,

spatial node distribution is a basic property that defines spa-

tial constraints on node distribution and that has non-negligible

impact on network performance. Due to the broadcast na-

ture of most WSN communication technologies, the proper-

ties of geographically co-located links (e.g., those sharing a

common head-node) tend to be correlated, and link correla-

tion has significant impact on protocols such as opportunis-

tic routing and broadcast. To characterize these relationship

between nodes and links, LENS defines the concepts of Dis-

tribution and LinkCorrelation to describe spatial node distri-

bution and link correlation respectively.

Besides the aforementioned concepts, LENS also defines

concepts such as Transceiver, Sensor, and Location to de-

scribe properties of Node. Due to the limitation of space, we

delegate detailed discussion of these concepts and the de-

tailed properties of LENS concepts to [26]. Note that even

though LENS has been defined mostly with WSNs in mind,

the concepts in LENS is sufficient to specify resources in

wired embedded sensing networks too. Focusing on funda-

mental concepts in embedded networked sensing networks

and defined via OWL/RDF, LENS is also readily extensible

to support new networking technologies and new use-cases,

for instance, by defining new OWL/RDF classes and/or prop-

erties.

With the ontology language LENS, WSN resources can be
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Figure 2: LENS integrated with KanseiGenie/ORCA

described in a structured, concise manner, and the WSN re-

source specifications enable experiment control frameworks

to manage network resources in heterogeneous, federated

WSN experimentation infrastructures. We discuss the appli-

cation of LENS to resource management in the KanseiGenie

control framework in the next section.

4. INTEGRATION OF LENS WITH KAN-

SEIGENIE CONTROL FRAMEWORK

As a part of the NSF GENI [15] software system, Kan-

seiGenie [33] is a software suite for resource management

and experiment control in federated WSN infrastructures.

As shown in Figure 2, three key components of KanseiGe-

nie are its web portal, aggregate manager, and federated re-

source management core, where the federated resource man-

agement core consists of three sub-components of site au-

thority, broker, and slice manager. The web portal is the

web-based front-end via which experimenters interact with

the federated WSN infrastructures, for purposes such as re-

questing resources, scheduling experiments, and retrieving

experiment data. For each WSN infrastructure of the Kan-

seiGenie WSN federation, the corresponding aggregate man-

ager takes charge of experiment control (e.g., start/end, in-

strumentation) and resource management for the infrastruc-

ture.

The federated resource management core is based on the

Open Resource Control Architecture (ORCA) [8], and it co-

ordinates with the web portal and the aggregate managers

to manage resource delegation, allocation, request, and re-

demption across the federated WSN infrastructures. In par-

ticular, each WSN infrastructure has a site authority that

serves as the interface between the infrastructure’s aggregate

manager and the resource management core; the broker is

the central part of the resource management core, and it man-

ages federation-wide resource allocation; the slice manager

is the interface between the web portal and the resource man-

agement core, and it creates, configures, and manages one or

more slices of resources. In what follows, we discuss how

LENS is integrated with the KanseiGenie resource manage-

ment core for the whole-life-cycle, federated resource man-

agement. (Note that the broker can be distributed as the fed-

eration scales up, but, for ease of presentation, we focus on

<l e n s : Node r d f : ID=” KanseiMote118 ”>

< l e n s : h a s T r a n s c e i v e r

r d f : r e s o u r c e =” #RF CC2420 ”/>

< l e n s : h a s L o c a t i o n

r d f : r e s o u r c e =” # C o o r d i n a t e s 1 1 8 ”/>

< l e n s : hasNodeId

r d f : d a t a t y p e =”&xsd ; s t r i n g ”>

118</ l e n s : hasNodeId >

< l e n s : hasResourcePoo lT ype

r d f : d a t a t y p e =”&xsd ; i n t ”>

3</ l e n s : hasResourcePoo lT ype>

< l e n s : hasProduc tT y p e

r d f : d a t a t y p e =”&xsd ; s t r i n g ”>

TelosB </ l e n s : hasProduc tT ype>

< l e n s : h a s S e n s o r

r d f : r e s o u r c e =” # L i g h t S e n s o r T 1 ”/>

< l e n s : h a s S o f t w a r e xml : l a n g =” en ”>

TinyOS</ l e n s : hasSof twar e >

< l e n s : hasCPU xml : l a n g =” en ”

MSP430</ l e n s : hasCpu>

. . . . . .

</ l e n s : Node>

Figure 3: Example of LENS Node Instance

a centralized broker in the discussion below).

Site authority: resource delegation. One major role of

a site authority is to delegate resources of the correspond-

ing WSN infrastructure to the broker, so that the broker can

perform federation-wide resource management (e.g., opti-

mal resource allocation). Depending on the resource sharing

policy of the infrastructure’s owner, the resource-delegation-

policy plug-in of the site authority determines the part of

the infrastructure resources to be delegated to the broker for

federation-wide management. As a part of the delegation

process, the delegated resources are described in LENS and

communicated to the broker via LENS files. As an example,

Figure 3 shows the LENS specification of a TelosB node,

which includes its transceiver, location, ID, sensor, etc. Be-

fore delegating its resources to the broker, the site authority

makes sure that the LENS files describing the resources con-

form with the LENS ontology rules to ensure consistency of

the resource description.

Broker: resource allocation. The broker receives re-

source delegations from the site authorities of the federation;

from the LENS files describing the delegated resources, the

broker builds up the resource inventory which serves as a

basis for the federation-wide resource management. In par-

ticular, the resource inventory keeps an up-to-date record of

federation-wide resources that are sharable subject to cer-

tain policy constraints. After receiving a resource request

from an experimenter via the slice manager (to be discussed

shortly), the broker queries its resource inventory and tries

to satisfy the request by allocating resources to the exper-

imenter according to certain resource allocation algorithms

and policies (e.g., access control policy). Querying the re-

source inventory can be assisted by the SPARQL (SPARQL

Protocol and RDF Query Language) [29] package of the

Jena semantic web toolkit [21]. For instance, Figure 4 shows
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SELECT ? network ? e n v p a t h l o s s ? e x t c h a n n e l

? s e t t i n g ? node ? node type ? d i s t

FROM <KanseiLensSub . owl>

WHERE {
? ne twork l e n s : i n E n v i r o n m e n t ? env

? env f a c t o r s : avgPathL oss ? e n v p a t h l o s s

? env f a c t o r s : h a s E x t I n t e r f e r e n c e ? e x t i n t

? e x t i n t f a c t o r s : hasChanne l ? e x t c h a n n e l

? ne twork l e n s : hasNodeSet ? n o d e s e t

? n o d e s e t l e n s : hasNode ? node

? node t o p o l o g y : hasProduc t T yp e ? node type

FILTER ( ? e n v p a t h l o s s > 0)

OPTIONAL {
? env f a c t o r s : e n v S e t t i n g s ? s e t t i n g

? n o d e s e t l e n s : h a s D i s t r i b u t i o n ? d i s t

}
}
R e s u l t s = [

’ ne twork ’ = ’ Kanse iGen ieSubNet ’ ,

’ e n v p a t h l o s s ’= ’ 4 . 7 ’ ,

’ e x t c h a n n e l ’ = ’ 6 ’ ,

’ s e t t i n g ’ = ’ i n d o o r ’ ,

’ node ’ = ’ kanse im ote118 ’ ,

’ node ’ = ’ kanse im ote119 ’ , . . . ,

’ node type ’ = ’ TelosB ’

’ d i s t ’ = ’ g r i d d i s t r i b u t i o n T ’

]

Figure 4: Example SPARQL Query and Results

an example SPARQL query and the results for finding a net-

work satisfying certain requirements on wireless path loss,

node distribution, external interference, etc.

Slice manager: resource request. The slice manager is

the interface between the web portal and the resource man-

agement core, and an experimenter requests resources through

the slice manager. In particular, an experimenter may submit

the resource request by filling out the experiment specifica-

tion (which includes a primitive resource specification) on

the KanseiGenie web portal, or by issuing a XML-RPC call

to the slice manger with a LENS-described resource speci-

fication; for the primitive resource specification via the web

portal, the slide manager uses a LENS request converter to

translate the primitive request into a LENS-based request.

Before submitting the resource request, the LENS-request-

publisher in the slice manager validates the LENS-described

resource specification to make sure that it is correctly formu-

lated according to the LENS ontology rules; the validation is

done using related Jena APIs [21]. After submitting the re-

source request to the broker, the slice manager may receive

a ticket from the broker which specifies, via LENS, the re-

sources allocated by the broker. Using the ticket, the slice

manager can redeem resources from one or more WSN in-

frastructure through their site authorities.

5. EXAMPLE USE CASES OF LENS

Through its integration with the KanseiGenie control frame-

work, LENS has been actively used for experiments in the

federated Kansei [25] and NetEye [3] WSN testbeds. Our

experience has shown that LENS is expressive enough to

r e q u e s t = ’ s l i c e I D =34 , ’ +

’ d e s c r i p t i o n =demo , ’ +

’ s t a r t T i m e =\now , ’ +

’ endTime =\end , ’ +

’ a r r a y T y p e =TELOSB, ’ +

’ e x e F i l e =147 , ’ +

’ a d d r e s s O f f s e t =0 ’

Figure 5: String-based experiment specification in Kan-

seiGenie

support a wide variety of resources and resource manage-

ment mechanisms, we have also observed that the explicit

modeling of uncertainty factors in LENS helps experiment

design and analysis. In what follows, we demonstrate by ex-

amples how LENS supports resource specification in both

KanseiGenie and MoteLab, which represents different WSN

testbed implementations; we also demonstrate how LENS

supports better experiment design and analysis by enabling

explicit control and measurement of uncertainty factors.

5.1 LENS-based resource specification in Kan-
seiGenie and MoteLab

Focusing on fundamental concepts in WSNs, LENS en-

ables resource specification in heterogeneous WSNs in a way

well beyond its current deployment in the KanseiGenie testbeds.

For demonstration, we discuss how LENS allows for speci-

fying resource requests that are possible in the original Kan-

seiGenie implementation and in MoteLab [35].

LENS in KanseiGenie. To access resources of the Kan-

seiGenie testbeds, an experimenter can either go to the Kan-

seiGenie web portal to fill out the resource-request-form man-

ually, or the experimenter can remotely invoke the web ser-

vice and include LENS-specified resource request in the web

service call. The latter approach is readily supported by Kan-

seiGenie since the KanseiGenie slice manager understands/-

supports LENS-based resource requests. In the former ap-

proach (which is also the original approach used by Kan-

seiGenie before the introduction of LENS), a resource re-

quest is usually expressed as a raw string or as XML data.

To support this type of resource requests, we have found that

a simple converter is enough to parse the request and convert

it to LENS-based specification. For instance, Figure 5 shows

a simple string-based experiment specification issued by the

KanseiGenie web portal. The experiment specification in-

cludes specification of the resources requested. In particular,

the sliceID points to an experiment slice of testbed devices;

to convert the specification to be LENS-based, the converter

only needs to create instances of the Node class defined by

LENS accordingly. Moreover, Node properties (e.g., type

and logical ID) can be obtained by checking the assigned

values to arrayType and addressOffest in the string-based

specification. We have implemented the converter as a part

of the KanseiGenie slice manager.

LENS in MoteLab. MoteLab [35] is a WSN testbed de-

ployed at three floors of the EECS building at Harvard Uni-
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<l e n s : Network r d f : ID=” MoteLabNetwork ”>

<l e n s : hasNodeSet r d f : r e s o u r c e =” #NS m”/>

<l e n s : h a s L i n k S e t r d f : r e s o u r c e =” #LS m”/>

<l e n s : i n E n v i r o n m e n t r d f : r e s o u r c e =” #Env”/>

</ l e n s : Network>

<owl : C l a s s r d f : ID=” MoteL abReserva t i on ”/>

<MoteL abReserva t io n r d f : ID=” Reserv m ”>

<r s v D u r a t i o n r d f : d a t a t y p e =”&xsd ; i n t ”>

30</ r s v D u r a t i o n >

<r s v M i g C l a s s F i l e xml : l a n g =” en ”>

S e r i a l M s g . c l a s s </ r s v M i g C l a s s F i l e >

<r s v T a r g e t N e t w o r k

r d f : r e s o u r c e =” # MoteLabNetwork ”/>

<r s v S i t e r d f : d a t a t y p e =”&xsd ; s t r i n g ”>

MoteLab </ r s v S i t e >

<r s v S t a r t i n g T i m e

r d f : d a t a t y p e =”&xsd ; da teT im e ”>

2011−05−22T17 : 0 8 : 0 0

</ r s v S t a r t i n g T i m e >

<r s v T o s E x e c u t a b l e xml : l a n g =” en ”>

C T P t r i a l . exe </ r s v T o s E x e c u t a b l e >

<r s v U n i t s r d f : d a t a t y p e =”&xsd ; i n t ”>

150</ r s v U n i t s >

</ MoteL abReserva t ion >

Figure 6: LENS-based resource specification for Mote-

Lab

versity. In MoteLab, an experimenter specifies his experi-

ment request by filling in several PHP forms at the Mote-

Lab web portal, and a part of the experiment specification

identifies the resources (e.g., the set of nodes) to be used

for the experiment. Figure 6 shows an example experiment

specification which includes a LENS-based specification for

MoteLab resources needed for the experiment. In the speci-

fication, a MoteLab reservation is created where a NodeSet

and a LinkSet in an Environment are generated for the re-

quested MoteLabNetwork. The set of Nodes in the NodeSet

and the set of Links in the LinkSet can be further specified

via LENS, but we skip the details here due to the limita-

tion of space. This example shows that LENS is expressive

enough to support resource requests that can be defined in

MoteLab. MoteLab is similar to several other WSN testbeds

such as Indriya [1] in terms of software systems, deploy-

ment, etc., thus we expect LENS to be applicable to other

testbeds besides MoteLab and KanseiGenie.

5.2 Network diameter measurement across Kan-
sei and NetEye

The performance of many network protocols (e.g., the

convergence time of consensus and routing protocols) de-

pends on network diameter, which is the largest hop-count

between any pair of nodes. For this evaluation, we regard

two nodes as connected if and only if the bidirectional packet

reception ratio between them is no less than a threshold of

95%, and, for ease of demonstration, we consider networks

consisting of straight lines of nodes in the NetEye and Kan-

sei WSN experimentation infrastructures. In what follows,

we illustrate how using LENS to explicitly specify the mea-

surement of observable factors and the control of control-

lable factors helps experiment analysis and design.

Suppose an experimenter wants to understand the network

diameter of a straight line of nine TelosB nodes where the

distance between every two consecutive nodes is two feet.

So he runs the measurement in NetEye and Kansei and finds

the results to be as shown in Figure 7. He observes that, even
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Figure 7: Network diameter in NetEye and Kansei
though the two line networks in NetEye and Kansei share

the same node platform (i.e., TelosB), transmission power,

and node layout, the diameters are quite different, with the

diameter being much smaller in NetEye. It turns out the ma-

jor cause for the difference is the fact that the wireless path

loss differs in NetEye and Kansei. For instance, we compute

the average path-loss-exponent (PLE) based on the follow-

ing large-scale path-loss model for path loss from a node i

to another node j:

PLij = PL0 + 10 · αij · log
10

dij

d0

,

where PLij is the signal power loss from i to j, αij is the

PLE from i to j, PL0 is the signal power loss at the refer-

ence distance d0, and dij is the distance from i to j. We find

that the average PLE in NetEye is 2.61, but the average PLE

in Kansei is 3.69. Suppose the experimenter has used LENS

to specify that the average PLE be measured during experi-

ments, then the experimenter can get feedback from NetEye

and Kansei on their respective PLEs, and he/she can use this

information to analyze experiment results.

Now suppose the experimenter wants to control network

diameter by controlling the distance between every two con-

secutive nodes in the line network, and he/she is willing to

consider the case of a 2 feet inter-node separation and the

case of a 4 feet inter-node separation. It is conceivable that

the experimentation infrastructures already have instrumen-

tation data which show the relationship between inter-node

distance and network diameter. For NetEye, for instance,

Figure 8 shows the network diameter for 2-feet and 4-feet

inter-node separation. As expected, the network diameter in-

creases with the inter-node separation. Based on this instru-

mentation data and the desired network diameter, the exper-

imenter can use LENS to specify controlling the inter-node

separation to be the desired distance, and the experimenta-

tion infrastructure (more specifically, the broker in Figure 2)

can allocate nodes accordingly. This way, the experimenter

can control the controllable factors to satisfy his resource re-

quirement in experiment design.
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Figure 8: Network diameter in NetEye with different

inter-node distance

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

As a first step towards predictable, repeatable WSN ex-

perimentation, we have defined the ontology-based resource

specification language LENS. LENS enables explicit control

and measurement of uncertainty factors during experimen-

tation, and it enables reasoning about the relationships be-

tween WSN resources. We have implemented LENS in the

KanseiGenie control framework, and LENS has been suc-

cessfully supporting experimentation in the federated WSN

infrastructure involving Kansei and NetEye. Enabled by LENS,

uncertainty factors in experimentation can be controlled and/or

measured, and this capability is expected to serve as a ba-

sis for developing methodologies and tools for predictable,

repeatable WSN experimentation. LENS has been defined

mainly for WSN experimentation infrastructures, but LENS

also supports resource specification in wired sensor networks;

we also expect LENS to be able to serve as a basis for re-

source specification in production WSN infrastructures. We

will explore these opportunities and directions in our future

work.
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